WETLANDS

Let’s Draw a Crocodile!
Fun Fact: The Everglades is the only place in the world with both
alligators and crocodiles.

1

Lightly draw a large oval. Then,
add an upside-down V-shape
that will be the tip of the tail.

4

Draw two long, curved lines
to create the tail. Then add the
arms and legs.

2

3

Draw curved lines to form the
neck and snout of the crocodile.

Add a wavy V-shape to form
the mouth, and two half
circles for eyes.

6

5

Give the crocodile some feet
by drawing star-like shapes.

7

Add some color
if you’d like!

Trace over your lines. Add
some bumps for more detail!
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Add an eye, a tongue, and
sharp teeth.

BRAZIL

RAZIL

Let’s Draw a Sloth!
Fun Fact: The maned sloth is a three-toed sloth that can only be found in Brazil.

1

Start with a long branch for
the sloth to hang from.

4

Draw a curved V-shape to
create the sloth’s arm and leg.

7

Add some fur and a few leaves.

2

3

Lightly draw one large circle
and one small circle below
the branch.

Add two curved lines connecting
the circles to the branch.

6

5

Add in the other arm and leg.
Then, draw a slightly curved line
to connect the head and body.

Draw two eyes, a nose, and a
peaceful grin. Don’t forget
the claws!

8

Trace over the lines you
want to keep.
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JAPAN

Let’s Draw a Crane!
Fun Fact: In Japan, the red-crowned crane is known as the tanchōzuru.

1

Start with a small circle
slightly to the left of your page.
Then draw a tilted oval below it.

4

2

Connect the head to the body
with two curvy lines. Add a
“V” shape to form the tail end.

Add an eye and some feathers.

Draw a pointy beak and two
“U” shapes at the bottom of
the oval body.

6

5

Draw two bent legs like so.

7

3

Add two webbed feet.

8

Color it in
if you’d like!

Trace over the lines you want
to keep. Finished!
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Draw curved wavy lines to form
the shape of the folded wing.
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CHIMPANZEES

RAZIL

Let’s Draw a Chimpanzee!
Fun Fact: Monkeys have tails, but chimpanzees do not.

1

2

3

Start with an oval head.
Add two half-circles for ears.

4

Now add the two back legs.

7

Draw two eyes, a nose, and a
mouth. Add zigzag lines along
the head and body to create
a fuzzy look.

Draw a sideways oval
to create the body.

Draw long, curved lines to form
the chimpanzee’s arms.

6

5

Add the hands and feet like so.

Draw a curvy shape to form
the chimpanzee’s face.

ke
Add color to ma
it come to life!

8

Trace over the lines you want
to keep. Well done!
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AUSTRALIA

Let’s Draw a Kangaroo!
Fun Fact: The red kangaroo can travel 25 feet in one leap!

2

1

Lightly draw four circles.
They will form the shape of the
head and body.

4

3

Connect the circles with
four curved lines.

Add two ovals for paws, and
two hot-dog shapes for feet.

5

Color it in
if you’d like!

Add curvy lines to form
the arms and legs.

6

Add pointy ears and a long
swooping tail.

7

Add an eye and nose.

Trace over your light lines.
Try adding zigzag lines for
a furry look.
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DEEP SEA EXPLORATION

Let’s Draw an Anglerfish!
Fun Fact: Adult female anglerfish have an organ called an esca, which lights up to
lure prey in the dark.

1

Start with a large circle. Then,
add a small, curved line just to
the right of it.

4

Draw a curved line and an
oval coming off the top of the
anglerfish, to make the esca.

7

Add some detail to the fins
and make the light glow!

2

3

Draw a curved shape to create
the tail. Add a wavy “V” shape
to form an open mouth.

Connect the tail to the body.
Create the lips by connecting
the mouth shape to the circle.

6

5

Add a few more fins and a half
circle at the edge of the mouth.

8

Draw an eye and some super
sharp teeth.

Add some color
if you’d like!

Trace over the lines you want
to keep. All done!
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WEDDELL SEALS

Let’s Draw a Weddell Seal!
Fun Fact: Grown Weddell seals can swim as deep as 2,000 feet.

1

Start with a long oval in the
middle of your page. Then,
add a smaller circle to the
right, above the oval.

2

3

Connect the head to the body
with two curved lines.

4

5

Draw two curvy “V” shapes
to form the seal’s flippers.

Add two eyes and a snout.

7

Add a sideways “M” shape
to create the seal’s tail.

6

Color it in and
add some spots!

Trace over the lines you want
to keep. Very cute!
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Draw a mouth and whiskers.
Add lines around the head and
tail for a wrinkly look.

